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Abstract—The immutable feature of blockchain determines that traditional security response mechanisms (e.g., code patching) must change to remedy insecure smart contracts. The only proper way to protect a smart contract is to fix potential risks in its code before it is deployed to the blockchain. However, existing tools for smart contract security analysis focus on the detection of bugs but seldom consider the code fix issues. Meanwhile, it is often time-consuming and error-prone for a developer to understand and fix flawed code manually. In this paper we propose SMARTSHIELD, a bytecode rectification system, to fix three typical security-related bugs (i.e., state changes after external calls, missing checks for out-of-bound arithmetic operations, and missing checks for failing external calls) in smart contracts automatically and help developers release secure contracts. Moreover, SMARTSHIELD guarantees that the rectified contract is not only immune to certain attacks but also gas-friendly (i.e., a slightly increase of gas cost). To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of SMARTSHIELD, we applied it to 28,621 real-world buggy contracts on Ethereum blockchain (as of January 2nd 2019). Experiment results demonstrated that among 95,502 insecure cases in those contracts, 87,346 (91.5%) of them were automatically fixed by SMARTSHIELD. A following test with both program analysis and real-world exploits further testified that the rectified contracts were secure against common attacks. Moreover, the rectification only introduced a 0.2% gas increment for each contract on average.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the birth of Ethereum in 2015, various severe bugs in smart contracts1 have been exploited, resulting in a loss of tens of millions USD worth of Ether [1]. To remedy this situation, two aspects of efforts have been made. On the one hand, a wide variety of approaches have been proposed to identify bugs in smart contracts. Some [2]–[5] utilize symbolic execution to discover potential security bugs, while others [6]–[9] leverage pattern matching and fuzzing to detect real-world security bugs in smart contracts. On the other hand, a large number of programming guides with best-practice recommendations [10]–[13] have been released to help developers avoid common pitfalls.

Despite the aforementioned efforts are made, a majority of smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain are still developed without following the best-practice recommendations. Severe threats happened on smart contracts [14] and a large number of bugs are reported every day in which 25% of them are critical bugs [15]. We argue that most existing tools (e.g., Securify [6], O시스 [16], and Mythril [17]) aiming at detecting smart contract bugs are insufficient: they only report where bugs locate instead of helping developers fix the buggy code. Although a bug is detected, manually bug fixing is not only error-prone, but also time-consuming because 1) numerous suggestions with incorrect implementations are posted online [18]; 2) developers have to learn dependencies in each contract before fixing to avoid side effects. As a result, an automated code fix approach is expected to help developer deploy bug-free contracts before the deployment. Otherwise, bug detection tools only benefit attackers to exploit buggy contracts while deployed smart contracts are not allowed to be updated on blockchain.

As typical security-related bugs have certain insecure patterns, it is feasible to fix these bugs by revising these insecure patterns [19]. To help developers fix security-related bugs automatically, a variety of automatic program repair techniques have been proposed [20]. These repair techniques, targeting on different program languages such as Java [21], [22] and C [23], [24], rely on various mutators such as replacing field accesses, method invocations. However, the above techniques are unable to be applied to rectify insecure smart contracts. Comparing with Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) bytecode, source code and bytecode of the high-level programs are more semantically understandable. On the contrary, EVM bytecode is designed for efficient execution and compacting program representation. It not only omits notions of structs and objects, but also ignores the concept of method. Operations targeting on these structures become useless.

Hence, we make a first step towards a general-purpose smart contract protection against attacks exploiting insecure smart contracts. We design and implement an automated smart contract rectification system, SMARTSHIELD. It fixes insecure cases in each vulnerable smart contract to secure the EVM bytecode of the contract for the final deployment. SMARTSHIELD takes three steps to fix insecure cases in each smart contract: 1) it conducts a semantic-preserving code transformation to assure that only the insecure code patterns are revised, and the functionalities of the irrelevant functions are consistent; 2) it follows the gas-friendly requirement by

1In this paper we focus on smart contracts on Ethereum platform. We use the concept smart contract to denote Ethereum Smart Contract.
adopting heuristics to optimize gas consumption\(^2\) and thus the increments of gas consumption are restricted to an acceptable level; 3) it recognizes a particular insecure case whose fix may lead to side effects and sends its rectification suggestion back to developers, which help them rectify contracts as well as improve the code quality.

To evaluate SMARTSHIELD, we first built a dataset with labeled insecure cases. We collected 28,621 contracts with insecure code from 2,214,409 real-world smart contracts (from the Ethereum Mainnet, ETH). In total, these insecure contracts contains 95,502 insecure cases. Then, we utilized SMARTSHIELD to fix the insecure cases. 87,346 (91.5\%) insecure cases were fixed and the secure version of 25,060 (87.6\%) contracts were generated. To testify whether these rectified contracts are secure, we simulate the attacker with both program analysis tools and real world exploits. We leveraged three state-of-the-art smart contract vulnerability detection tools (i.e., Security [6], Osiris [16], and Mythril [17]) to find bugs in the rectified contracts, and replayed 55 exploits that had caused serious impacts against existing contracts. The results showed that contracts rectified by SMARTSHIELD were bug-free and thwart all exploits. We also replayed historical transactions to validate the normal functionalities in the rectified contracts, and found only 60 (0.24\%) rectified contracts encountered execution inconsistency. Additionally, the historical transaction replay demonstrated that the increment of gas consumption was only 0.2\% on average for each rectified contract. Our experimental results indicated that SMARTSHIELD is effective and efficient in protecting diverse real-world insecure contracts.

II. Motivation

Targeting on smart contracts, we observe that a large portion of insecure cases containing common patterns. It indicates that these bugs can be identified and fixed through a unified approach. In the following, we first discuss three representative security-related bugs in smart contracts and summarize their insecure code patterns. Then, we present a smart contract rectification approach, which generates secure EVM bytecode by fixing these bugs. Through the rectification approach, insecure contracts are automatically rectified before their deployment even though the insecure cases are mistakenly introduced by developers. The security level of the entire ecosystem is significantly improved.

A. Insecure Code Patterns in Smart Contracts

In this paper, we discuss three typical insecure code patterns: state changes after external calls, missing checks for out-of-bound arithmetic operations, and missing checks for failing external calls. According to both security requirements outlined in official Solidity document [10] and other proposed best practices of smart contracts [11]–[13], these patterns are the most critical security risks to smart contracts consistently. We present the details below.

\(^2\)Gas indicates the fee that needs to be paid to the Ethereum network in order to conduct a transaction or execute a smart contract.

State Changes after External Calls. This insecure code pattern indicates the scenario that a state variable (i.e., a variable stored in the storage) is updated after an external function call. It may result in a re-entrancy bug under particular circumstances. Actually, one of the most notorious attacks, the DAO attack, occurred on June 18th, 2016 and led to the hard fork of the Ethereum blockchain, exactly exploited such insecure code in the DAO contract [25].

```
1 mapping (address => uint) public userBalances;
2 ... 
3 function withdrawBalance(uint amountToWithdraw) public {
4     require(userBalances[msg.sender] >= amountToWithdraw);
5     userBalances[msg.sender] -= amountToWithdraw;
6     msg.sender.call.value(amountToWithdraw)();
7     userBalances[msg.sender] -= amountToWithdraw;
8 }
```

Fig. 1: An example of state changes after external calls

In Figure 1, we give a concrete example of state changes after external calls. The user is allowed to withdraw funds by calling function withdrawBalance declared from line 3 to line 8, in which function call.value(.) at line 6 calls a function in another contract. Suppose that an attacker uses a malicious contract to call function withdrawBalance declared in an insecure contract, it calls back to the malicious contract by executing function call.value(.) at line 6. Simultaneously, the insecure contract hands over control to the malicious contract as well as sending Ether. Because the control is handed over, the insecure contract then waits until the external call returns. Although Ether has been sent to the malicious contract, the state variable userBalances at line 7 is not updated yet. Therefore, the malicious contract can bypass the validity check declared at line 4 and launch the re-entrancy attack to ask for fund withdrawal again.

```
1 uint public lockTime = now + 1 weeks;
2 address public user;
3 ... 
4 function increaseLockTime(uint timeToIncrease) public {
5     require(msg.sender == user);
6     lockTime += timeToIncrease;
7 }
9 ... 
10 function withdrawFunds() public {
11     require(now > lockTime);
12     user.transfer(address(this).balance);
13 }
```

Fig. 2: An example of missing checks for out-of-bound arithmetic operations

Missing Checks for Out-of-Bound Arithmetic Operations. This insecure code pattern depicts the scenario that an arithmetic statement is operated without checking the data validity in advance. If an out-of-bound result is produced by the arithmetic operation, an arithmetic bug, such as integer overflow and underflow, will be caused. In 2018, an integer overflow bug has affected more than a dozen of ERC20
contracts and directly led to withdrawal and trading suspension of BeautyChain (BEC) token [26]. The sample code containing a missing checks for out-of-bound arithmetic operations pattern is shown in Figure 2. According to the statement at line 11 in function withdrawFunds, user’s fund is locked for a week before it can be withdrawn. Optionally, the lock time (i.e., the unsigned integer variable lockTime) can also be increased by calling function increaseLockTime. However, the time increment relies on the parameter timeToIncrease, which is given by a user. A malicious user can provide a large number for the addition operation to produce an overflow at line 7, and bypass the statement of time check at line 11.

**Missing Checks for Failing External Calls.** This insecure pattern specifies that the return value is not being checked after calling a function in an external contract or after sending Ethers. If the contract invokes a function in another contract by using a low-level operation (e.g., call, send), instead of a high-level transfer. Exceptions thrown by the callee contract cannot be propagated to the caller contract. Instead, a boolean value — false is returned. If the caller contract does not check the return value, an unchecked return value bug may be caused.

![Fig. 3: An example of missing checks for failing external calls](image)

In the contract listed in Figure 3, the sendToWinner function is used for winners to claim bonus. The contract sets the state of payment (paidOut) as true at line 9 after the execution of sending bonus by default, although the operation send( ) at line 7 may return false. However, the contract still sets paidOut as true even the bonus is failed to be sent to the winner. As a result, this contract can never send the bonus afterwards.

### B. Automatic Rectification

We argue that insecure code patterns mentioned in Section II-A can be revised through certain code analysis and code transformation. To implement this target and thus protect smart contracts against corresponding attacks, we propose an approach to automatically rectify insecure smart contracts, which generates correct and optimized contract bytecode.

1) Insecure Pattern Revise: Following the best practice of checks-effects-interactions [27], we revise the three insecure code patterns below.

### State Changes after External Calls.** The insecure pattern, state changes after external call, is caused by an incorrect execution sequence of state change and external call. It can be revised by moving all state changes to the front of an external function call. Consider the example in Figure 1, the insecure code can be fixed by moving the statement of the state change at line 7 to the front of the statement of the external function call at line 6.

**Missing Checks for Out-of-Bound Arithmetic Operations.** The insecure pattern of missing checks for out-of-bound arithmetic operations can be resolved by inserting a boundary check to an arithmetic operation. A concrete example in Figure 2 at line 6 demonstrates how to check such out-of-bound exception. As each type of the integer variables in Solidity [28] is restricted in a certain range, the insecure pattern are revised by inserting a validity check before the arithmetic operation at line 7 to examine whether the result is out of range.

**Missing Checks for Failing External Calls.** To address missing checks for failing external calls, a validity check must be provided to guard the return of a function call that invokes a function in an external contract. In Figure 3, the risk is mitigated by inserting a validity check at line 7 after the external function invoking.

2) Bytecode Generating: According to the revise suggestions for insecure patterns, SMARTSHIELD applies the following techniques to generate rectified smart contracts.

**Bytecode-Level Program Analysis.** Different from natural languages, the semantic information at the bytecode level is unified. To obtain the semantic information, a bytecode-level program analysis (refer to Definition III-A) is required. Such semantic information is necessary for further code transformation and secure bytecode generation (Section III-A).

**Semantic-Preserving Code Transformation.** To guarantee that the insecure code fix does not affect other original functionalities, our rectification applies a semantic-preserving transformation technique to compile each insecure contract to a secure bytecode version. Based on the extracted bytecode-level semantic information, the semantic-preserving transformation proves that only the insecure code snippet is adjusted and functionalities irrelevant to the insecure case are not affected (Section III-B).

**Gas Optimization.** An important feature of the smart contract is that each instruction consumes a certain amount of gas during the contract execution. Deploying a contract costs 200 units of gas per byte [29]. Hence, we should avoid unnecessary instructions while generating bytecode. To implement a gas-friendly bytecode generation, our rectification introduces several optimization policies to guarantee a minimum gas consumption during the contract execution (Section III-B).

### III. SMARTSHIELD

In this section, we introduce our automated smart contract rectification system, SMARTSHIELD, in detail. Designed to automatically fix insecure cases with typical insecure code patterns in smart contracts, SMARTSHIELD takes a smart contract as input and outputs a secure EVM bytecode without any of the three insecure code patterns (i.e., state changes...
after external calls, missing checks for out-of-bound arithmetic operations, and missing checks for failing external calls). Figure 4 depicts the workflow of SMARTSHIELD, which contains two phases:

1) **Semantic extraction**: SMARTSHIELD analyzes both the abstract syntax tree (AST) and the unrectified EVM bytecode of each contract to extract its bytecode-level semantic information.

2) **Contract rectification**: Given the extracted bytecode-level semantic information, SMARTSHIELD fixes insecure control flows and data operations through control flow transformation and DataGuard insertion, respectively.

Finally, SMARTSHIELD generates the rectified EVM bytecode as well as a rectification report to the developer.

### A. Semantic Extraction

**Definition.** Bytecode-level semantic information in a smart contract refers to control and data dependencies among instructions in EVM bytecode.

Since the EVM is a stack-based virtual machine and its bytecode is compact and highly optimized, information collected from bytecode level may not be complete. To obtain precise bytecode-level semantic information, SMARTSHIELD analyzes the abstract syntax tree (AST) of each contract combined with its unrectified EVM bytecode.

SMARTSHIELD parses the source code of each contract and builds an AST to derive control flows among statements and data flows among variables. It first generates a control flow graph (CFG) to extract control flows. Each node in the CFG is a statement and a directed edge is added between two nodes. The direction of an edge follows the execution sequence of the two statements, which represents their control flow. Refer to CFG, SMARTSHIELD further extracts data flows. In advance, SMARTSHIELD collects the following variable information from the AST: (1) variable types such as local variables, state variables, parameters; (2) data types such as `bool`, `uint32`, `address`; (3) source maps (i.e., a mapping between a node in the AST and its original statement placed in the source code). According to the variable information and CFG, SMARTSHIELD performs data-flow analysis and determines dependencies among variables.

Nonetheless, the control and data flows extracted from the source code cannot be applied on bytecode directly. SMARTSHIELD regards these flows as basic references and further utilizes abstract execution to analyze EVM bytecode.

The abstract execution conducted by SMARTSHIELD abstractly emulates the execution of each contract bytecode and monitors the change of each execution state. During the execution, each execution state is represented as a 4-tuple `(Instruction, Stack[], Memory[], Storage[])`. *Instruction* represents the one that will be executed, and the remaining items describe the present elements in the stack, the memory, and the storage, respectively. In particular, the abstract execution observes the execution state changes from two perspectives, control flow transfer and data manipulation.

**Control Flow Transfer.** To monitor control flow transfer and infer control dependencies among instructions, SMARTSHIELD executes the following steps triggered by different instructions:

- **Execution halting**: SMARTSHIELD terminates the sequence of the current execution when instructions `STOP`, `RETURN`, `REVERT`, `INVALID`, or `SUICIDE` are met.
- **Execution transfer**: SMARTSHIELD transfers the current execution after executing instructions `JUMP` and `JUMPI`. `JUMP` refers to an unconditional transfer; thus, SMARTSHIELD transfers the execution to the instruction at the target address, i.e., jump address. For `JUMP`, SMARTSHIELD explores two execution sequences simultaneously because it transfers the execution under certain conditions. One branch follows the original execution sequence, and the other one executes instructions sequentially starting from the target address. SMARTSHIELD duplicates the current execution state when instruction `JUMPI` is encountered. To ensure that SMARTSHIELD terminates successfully, SMARTSHIELD terminates to

---

[Readers may refer to the formal specification of Ethereum [29] for obtaining more details on the instruction set of the EVM.]
explore the execution sequence if an instruction halts the execution or the current state has been executed.

- **Unaltered execution**: SMARTSHIELD sequentially executes instructions not being included in the previous two categories.

**Data Manipulation.** SMARTSHIELD monitors how EVM bytecode manipulate data and obtains data dependencies. Since instructions in EVM bytecode operate on elements in either a stack or a memory, SMARTSHIELD separately emulates stack and memory manipulations as follows:

- **Stack manipulation**: If an instruction \( A \) pushes an operand \( v \) onto the stack, SMARTSHIELD labels \( v \) as “assigned by \( A \)”. When an instruction \( B \) operates on the operand \( v \) from the stack, SMARTSHIELD checks the label of \( v \) and recognizes that \( B \) is data dependent on \( A \).

- **Memory manipulation**: If an instruction \( A \) writes data to a specific memory region \( \text{mem} \), SMARTSHIELD labels all addresses included in this memory region, \( \text{addr} = \text{addr}_1, ..., \text{addr}_n \), as “assigned by \( A \)”. For an instruction \( B \) who reads data from the memory region \( \text{mem} \), SMARTSHIELD examines the label of \( \text{addr} \) in \( \text{mem} \) and records that \( B \) is data dependent on \( A \).

However, addresses to read or write may be unknown. For example, some addresses are computed depending on input data (i.e., calldata). We apply a conservative strategy to resolve this issue by analyzing all addresses over the entire memory. For an instruction writing to the memory, SMARTSHIELD labels all possible addresses that can be written by this instruction. Similarly, SMARTSHIELD extracts all possible addresses that can be read by an instruction and then creates data dependencies among these relevant instructions of reading and writing memory regions.

**B. Contract Rectification**

Based on the extracted semantic information, SMARTSHIELD adopts a semantic-preserving code transformation with two strategies, **control flow transformation** and **DataGuard insertion**, to fix insecure cases in a contract.

**Control Flow Transformation.** SMARTSHIELD adopts a control flow transformation to revise **state changes after external calls**. SMARTSHIELD adjusts the original control flow by moving the instruction \( \text{SSTORE} \) to the front of the instruction \( \text{CALL} \) if \( \text{SSTORE} \) is executed after \( \text{CALL} \) in a certain execution path. However, simply modifying the execution sequence of \( \text{SSTORE} \) and \( \text{CALL} \) may violate original dependencies among instructions. In response, SMARTSHIELD relies on the bytecode-level semantic information extracted in Section III-A to address this issue.

Given the semantic information among instructions, SMARTSHIELD first scans the instruction sequence between \( \text{SSTORE} \) and \( \text{CALL} \), and constructs a set containing all instructions that \( \text{SSTORE} \) either directly or indirectly depends on. Then, SMARTSHIELD moves both \( \text{SSTORE} \) and instructions in the set to the front of \( \text{CALL} \). Consider the insecure case containing **state changes after external calls** shown in Figure 5. \( \text{SSTORE} \) at address 0x36 conducts a state change after calling a function in an external contract made by \( \text{CALL} \) at address 0x0C. SMARTSHIELD first constructs a set consisting of all the predecessors of \( \text{SSTORE} \), i.e., \( \text{PUSH1} \) at address 0x34, \( \text{MLOAD} \) at address 0x33, \( \text{PUSH1} \) at address 0x31, \( \text{MSTORE} \) at address 0x21, \( \text{PUSH1} \) at address 0x1F, and \( \text{PUSH2} \) at address 0x1C. Then, SMARTSHIELD moves those instructions together with \( \text{SSTORE} \) to fix the insecure case.

Note that the moved instructions may depend on the execution result of \( \text{CALL} \). In such circumstance, the case with **state changes after external calls** pattern cannot be fixed due to the dependency conflict, and thus a manual refactoring of the contract is expected. Consequently, SMARTSHIELD just warns this case to the developer in the rectification report.

**TABLE I. DataGuards for out-of-bound arithmetic operations and failing external calls**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>DataGuard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic ops</td>
<td>( \text{ADD} )</td>
<td>( a + b )</td>
<td>( a + b \geq a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{SUB} )</td>
<td>( a - b )</td>
<td>( a \geq b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{MUL} )</td>
<td>( a \times b )</td>
<td>( a \times b \div a = b )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DataGuard Insertion.** SMARTSHIELD inserts specific DataGuards to fix insecure cases with **missing checks for out-of-bound arithmetic operations** and **missing checks for failing external calls**. A DataGuard is a sequence of instructions that performs certain data validity checks. SMARTSHIELD introduces four manually built secure functions, containing three secure arithmetic operations (i.e., secure operations to execute instructions \( \text{ADD} \), \( \text{SUB} \), and \( \text{MUL} \)) and a secure external call (\( \text{CALL} \)). Four DataGuards are illustrated in Table I. When SMARTSHIELD locates a potential insecure operation, it will utilize the corresponding DataGuard to check the result and preclude attacks.

If SMARTSHIELD adds multiple DataGuards for all insecure operations, the size of the EVM bytecode increases sig-
To fix this bug, SMARTSHIELD replaces \texttt{ADD} by invoking the appended secure \texttt{ADD} function (from address 0x8A to address 0x9A). Note that EVM bytecode instructions do not support operations of function calls and returns within a single contract. Therefore, SMARTSHIELD directly pushes the target address and the return address (code from address 0x07 to address 0x0E) to implement a function invocation.

### C. Rectified Contract Generation

After the insecure cases are fixed, SMARTSHIELD refines and validates the rectified EVM bytecode, and then generates a rectification report.

**Bytecode Relocation.** As the contract rectification may change addresses of instructions, all unaligned target addresses of instructions \texttt{JUMP} and \texttt{JUMPI} are required to be updated to ensure the correct jump targets. In the EVM bytecode, the target address of \texttt{JUMP} or \texttt{JUMPI} is generally pushed onto the stack by a \texttt{PUSH} in advance. By analyzing the data dependencies of \texttt{JUMP} or \texttt{JUMPI}, SMARTSHIELD identifies the correlated \texttt{PUSH} instruction and updates the unaligned target address.

**Bytecode Validation.** Given a rectified bytecode, SMARTSHIELD validates whether the other irrelevant functions are affected. SMARTSHIELD first extracts the bytecode-level semantic information from the rectified contract. It then compares the execution sequences and data flows of the unmodified instructions with the original ones.

**Rectification Report.** Together with the rectified contract, SMARTSHIELD generates a report to the developer. For the successfully fixed cases, SMARTSHIELD records the concrete modifications and leverages source maps to reflect the modifications made on the AST. For those fixed cases that fail to be validated, SMARTSHIELD marks them as “unrectifiable”. Fix suggestions are included in the rectification report for further manual verification or adjustments.

### IV. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of SMARTSHIELD. Specifically, we evaluate SMARTSHIELD by answering the following research questions:

**RQ1: Scalability.** As SMARTSHIELD is proposed to protect smart contracts automatically, how scalable is SMARTSHIELD in rectifying real-world smart contracts?

**RQ2: Correctness.** As SMARTSHIELD is designed to rectify insecure contracts, how effective and accurate is SMARTSHIELD in fixing insecure cases with the insecure patterns and assuring the functionality consistency between the rectified and the original contract?

**RQ3: Cost.** As SMARTSHIELD is introduced to help developers generate a secure and optimized smart contract, what is the additional cost of the contract generation?

#### TABLE II: Insecure cases in our dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th># of insecure cases</th>
<th># of insecure contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP.1: State Changes after External Calls</td>
<td>4,521</td>
<td>726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP.2: Missing Checks for Out-of-Bound Arithmetic Ops</td>
<td>80,825</td>
<td>25,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP.3: Missing Checks for Failing External Calls</td>
<td>10,156</td>
<td>4,811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>95,502</td>
<td>28,621*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Some contracts contain multiple insecure patterns.

**Dataset.** To build a dataset of insecure contracts, we first collected real-world smart contracts with source code available on the Ethereum Mainnet (ETH). We used \texttt{geth} [30] to synchronize the Ethereum network by January 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2019 and downloaded a snapshot of the first 7,000,000 blocks containing 369,817,320 transactions. Since each contract is created through sending a relevant transaction to an empty address (i.e., address 0x0 on the blockchain), we thus distinguished 2,214,409 real-world contracts deployed on the Ethereum network. Then, we referred to the Ethereum blockchain explorer–Etherscan [31] to investigate the existence of source code for these collected contracts and found 52,179 contracts that have source code available online. With the source code, we labeled the insecure code patterns defined in Section II-A. We made use of state-of-the-art smart contract analysis tools (e.g., \texttt{Securify} [6], \texttt{Osiris} [16], \texttt{Mythril} [17], etc.) to help label insecure cases. By cross checking the results generated by various tools and manually inspecting the source code of controversial contracts, we finally built our dataset.

More specifically, our dataset contains 95,502 insecure cases (4,521 cases with \texttt{state changes after external calls}, 80,825 cases with \texttt{missing checks for out-of-bound arithmetic operations}, and 10,156 cases with \texttt{missing checks for failing external calls}) in 28,621 contracts (as shown in Table II).
B. RQ1: Scalability

To answer RQ1, we evaluated SMARTSHIELD against all 28,621 insecure contracts in our dataset.

Semantic Extraction. Since the size of each smart contract is limited to 0x6000 bytes [32], we set a timeout threshold for semantic extraction as 30 minutes per contract. In total, SMARTSHIELD successfully analyzed 27,476 (96.0%) out of the 28,621 insecure contracts and extracted their bytecode-level semantic information. For the remaining 1,145 contracts, SMARTSHIELD failed to analyze them because of the following reasons:

- **Irregular control flows**: The analysis of 773 (2.7%) insecure contracts did not terminate within the timeout limitation (i.e., 30 minutes). We found that these contracts contain complicated and unstructured control flows [33] (e.g., abnormal selection path, overlapping loops, parallel loops), which are either generated by an older version compiler or intentionally implemented by developers. It is important to note that although some of these contracts may be parsed successfully if we set a longer timeout threshold, a timeout of 30 minutes is a reasonable time trade-off throughout our experimental duration.

- **Irresolvable target addresses**: The analysis of 286 (1.0%) insecure contracts terminated half-way as these contracts contain irresolvable target addresses. Mostly, the target address of instruction JUMP or JUMPI is pushed onto the stack in advance by the instruction PUSH. However, in very rare cases, the target address is computed depending on an input data, namely, calldata. SMARTSHIELD is unable to resolve the concrete value of such target address and thus fails to accomplish the analysis. It is worth to mention that we can infer the concrete values of these target addresses from historical transactions related to each contract. As SMARTSHIELD is designed to revise insecure code patterns existed in each contract before it is deployed to the blockchain, no historical transaction is available at that point. Therefore, in our experiments, we did not import any historical transaction data from the blockchain to address this issue.

- **Malfunctions**: 86 (0.3%) insecure contracts failed to be analyzed due to their malfunctions. These malfunctioning contracts perform illegal operations that cannot be executed by the EVM. For example, an instruction pops operands from an empty stack or pushes operands onto a full stack. Interestingly, we observed that all these contracts do not have any related historical transactions, which indicates that they have been abandoned once being deployed to the blockchain. SMARTSHIELD does not consider these malfunctioning contracts as protection targets.

Contract Rectification. Given 95,502 labeled insecure cases in the 28,621 contracts, SMARTSHIELD then fixed these insecure cases and generate secure versions of contract EVM bytecode. Table III presents the number of fixed insecure cases and the number of rectified contracts, which includes fully rectified and partially rectified ones. In our dataset, 87,346 (91.5%) insecure cases were fixed by SMARTSHIELD and 25,060 (87.6%) out of the 28,621 insecure contracts were fully rectified. Besides, SMARTSHIELD marked 8,156 cases of insecure code in the remaining 3,561 contracts as “unrectifiable” because some potential side effects may be triggered by the rectification. To guarantee that the rectification does not introduce any potential side effects, SMARTSHIELD adopted a conservative policy to report the unfixable insecure cases to the developer without conducting any rectification. Note that if an insecure contract contains both fixable and unfixable insecure cases, SMARTSHIELD first fixes those that are fixable and then sends the rest together with the partially rectified contract to the developer.

Efficiency. SMARTSHIELD averagely spent 39 seconds to analyze and rectify an insecure contract. For static code analysis, SMARTSHIELD cost 28 seconds on average to extract bytecode-level semantic information from each contract, and 89.2% contracts in our dataset were analyzed within 10 seconds. On average, SMARTSHIELD took 11 seconds to fix the insecure cases in each contract and generate the rectified contract.

C. RQ2: Correctness

To verify the correctness of the rectified contracts, we first evaluated whether SMARTSHIELD actually fixed the insecure code in contracts. We applied the most prevalent techniques for analyzing smart contract, i.e., symbolic execution and abstract interpretation, to examine each rectified contract.

In particular, we leveraged three state-of-the-art smart contract analysis tools from both academia and industry, Securify [6], Osiris [16], and Mythril [17] to conduct the analyses. These tools not only identify security bugs, re-entrancy bugs, arithmetic bugs, unchecked return value bugs, respectively, but also locate the corresponding problematic instructions. These bug information are adequate for us to determine the existence of the pre-defined three insecure code patterns. After examining the outputs of those smart contract security analysis tools, we confirmed that previously labeled insecure cases are fixed in all rectified contracts, and each rectification does not introduce any other insecure cases.

Second, we evaluated whether our rectified contracts could defend against existing attacks. To replay such attacks, we collected historical transactions that are related to each rectified contract and retrieved the initial blockchain states of these transactions via Infura [34], an Ethereum infrastructure website. In total, we retrieved 22,527,186 related historical transactions. Then, we leveraged the open source EVM instance included in the Go Ethereum [30] project to re-execute contracts. We actually found suspicious historical transactions (e.g., triggering the inserted DataGuards) targeting
TABLE III: RESULTS OF CONTRACT RECTIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th># of eliminated cases</th>
<th># of uneliminable cases</th>
<th># of rectified contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP.1</td>
<td>3,567</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP.2</td>
<td>74,642</td>
<td>6,183</td>
<td>21,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP.3</td>
<td>9,137</td>
<td>1,019</td>
<td>4,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>87,346</td>
<td>8,156</td>
<td>25,060*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Some contracts contain multiple insecure patterns.

CP.1: State Changes after External Calls
CP.2: Missing Checks for Out-of-Bound Arithmetic Ops
CP.3: Missing Checks for Failing External Calls

on 47 contracts. By manually inspecting the source code of these contracts and the corresponding suspicious transactions, we found that the execution of these transaction violate the original intention of the insecure contracts. Fortunately, our rectified contracts are not affected by those transactions any more.

TABLE IV: EXISTING HIGH-PROFILE ATTACKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insecure contract</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Date of attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAO* [35], [36]</td>
<td>CP.1</td>
<td>Jun. 17th, 2016 [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LedgerChannel [37]</td>
<td>CP.1</td>
<td>Oct. 7th, 2018 [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeautyChain [39]</td>
<td>CP.2</td>
<td>Apr. 22nd, 2018 [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartMesh [40]</td>
<td>CP.2</td>
<td>Apr. 24th, 2018 [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UselessEthereumToken [42]</td>
<td>CP.2</td>
<td>Apr. 27th, 2018 [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexagon [46]</td>
<td>CP.2</td>
<td>May. 18th, 2018 [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KotET [48]</td>
<td>CP.3</td>
<td>Feb. 6th, 2016 [49]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The DAO and the DarkDAO contract are considered to be identical.

CP.1: State Changes after External Calls
CP.2: Missing Checks for Out-of-Bound Arithmetic Ops
CP.3: Missing Checks for Failing External Calls

In addition, we replayed exploits of existing high-profile attacks4, as summarized in Table IV, against rectified versions of those victim contracts. We collected the corresponding historical attack transactions that exploited each insecure contract and replayed them to attack its rectified version. Consequently, all the rectified contracts were protected against the malicious transactions. It demonstrates that SMARTSHIELD can protect smart contracts against the real-world threats effectively.

Finally, we validate whether the functionalities of each rectified contract are still executed consistently. To conduct the validation, we again used historical transaction data to re-execute each rectified contract and checked whether the implemented functionalities are executed still as the same. Theoretically, the Ethereum blockchain can be deemed as a transaction-based state machine. Contracts are triggered and executed by transactions, and the blockchain states are updated accordingly. Hence, we locally replayed the historical transactions and monitored final blockchain states. We executed each transaction twice, separately on the original and the rectified contract based on the same initial blockchain state. Then we compared the final blockchain states of these two executions. If the final states of the transaction executed on both the rectified and the insecure contract are the same, the rectification will be marked as “passed”. Otherwise, an inconsistency is reported.

Note that some popular contracts are related to a large number of transactions (e.g., up to 3,078,930 transactions were sent to a single contract). It is inefficient and unnecessary to replay all these transactions. Therefore, under the premise that a high code coverage is achieved, we chose a proper number of transactions to replay for these contracts. We analyzed 100,000 transactions and observed that more than 70% code of most contracts can be executed by replaying 50 historical transactions. To balance the validation effectiveness and code coverage, we randomly replayed 50 historical transactions for each contract even if it involved more than 50 transactions.

In our evaluation, SMARTSHIELD replayed 268,939 historical transactions. SMARTSHIELD identified that only 271 transactions produced divergent final blockchain states, in which 60 out of the 28,621 rectified contracts are involved. Except the malicious transactions that affected 47 contracts and therefore caused divergent results, we found that the other inconsistencies are due to an incompatible issue. The EVM bytecode of 13 contracts are incompatible with the latest EVM implementation, and thus cannot pass our replay. We checked these contracts and discovered that they were created before 2017 and have been abandoned for a long time. As the Ethereum Mainnet has evolved significantly through hard forks for upgrading, numerous improvements have been made to the EVM (e.g., gas cost, exception handling). As a result, these obsolete contracts are no longer supported by the latest EVM implementation. Since SMARTSHIELD is to protect a contract before its deployment, this incompatibility issue will not affect our rectification in practice.

D. RQ3: Cost

To answer RQ3, we counted the number of instructions inserted for each rectification and compared the gas consumption before and after contract rectification. For each rectified contract, SMARTSHIELD inserted 43.6 instructions on average, and the average size increment of each contract is around 1.0% (i.e., 49.3 bytes). SMARTSHIELD inserted an average of 9.7 instructions to fix each insecure case.

We further compared the gas consumption of each rectified contract and its corresponding insecure contract. We computed the gas consumption of the 268,668 historical transactions successfully replayed. Figure 7 depicts the increment of gas consumption after our rectification. On average, the gas con-
sumption for each rectified contract increases by 0.2%, that is, 64.0 extra units of gas (i.e., 0.00013 USD\(^5\)) is required. For the replayed historical transactions, the average gas consumption increment for each transaction is around 35.4 extra units (0.3%) of gas (0.00007 USD). More specifically, the increments for 94.4% transactions (i.e., 253,623 out of the 268,668 transactions) are less than 0.1%. This clearly demonstrates SMARTSHIELD rectifies insecure contracts economically because the gas consumption increments are negligible.

E. Manual Validation

To gain an in-depth insights against rectification results, we randomly selected 200 insecure contracts to build the ground truth and manually inspected their rectifications. Among these contracts, there exist 126 cases of state changes after external calls, 278 cases of missing checks for out-of-bound arithmetic operations, and 188 cases of missing checks for failing external calls. We asked a team of annotators (two research fellows and two PhD students), all with more than three years of research experience in code repair area, to check whether the rectified contracts are correct. First, we asked the team members to check the rectified contracts independently. Then, all the members went through the results together and discussed those that are marked differently to reach an agreement. After the review, the team members confirmed that all the 592 insecure code pattern cases in those contracts are fixed effectively. In addition, they marked 194 contracts as “correctly rectified” and the other six contracts as “controversial”.

For the six controversial cases, four of the insecure cases are recognized to be intentionally introduced by the developer to fulfill certain functionalities. For instance, a contract uses an uint8 integer variable to implement a counter counting from 0 to 255. The developer intentionally omitted the overflow checks for counter increment and reset the counter to zero after reaching 256 through an overflow. As SMARTSHIELD is unable to accurately infer the intention of the developer through code analysis, the priority of SMARTSHIELD is to reduce the security risk of smart contracts.

\[
\text{mapping (address => uint) public balances;}
\]
\[
\text{bool private lockBalances;}
\]
\[
\text{...}
\]

\[
\text{4 function withdraw(uint amount) public {}
\text{ 5 require(lockBalances && balances[msg.sender] >= amount);}
\text{ 6 lockBalances = true;}
\text{ 7 if (msg.sender.call(amount)()) {}
\text{ 8 ...}
\text{ 9 }}
\text{ 10 lockBalances = false;}
\text{11 }}
\]

For the six controversial cases, four of the insecure cases are recognized to be intentionally introduced by the developer to fulfill certain functionalities. For instance, a contract uses an uint8 integer variable to implement a counter counting from 0 to 255. The developer intentionally omitted the overflow checks for counter increment and reset the counter to zero after reaching 256 through an overflow. As SMARTSHIELD is unable to accurately infer the intention of the developer through code analysis, the priority of SMARTSHIELD is to reduce the security risk of smart contracts.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{1 & mapping (address => uint) public balances;}
\text{2 & bool private lockBalances;}
\text{3 & ...}
\text{4 & function withdraw(uint amount) public {}
\text{5 & require(lockBalances && balances[msg.sender] >= amount);}
\text{6 & lockBalances = true;}
\text{7 & if (msg.sender.call(amount)()) {}
\text{8 & ...}
\text{9 & }}
\text{10 & lockBalances = false;}
\text{11 & }}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{This price is calculated by the average gas price and the Ethereum (ETH) price on January 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2019.}
\]
SMARTSHIELD is valuable as a reference for the developer to improve their code.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Bug Analysis in Smart Contracts

Smart contracts are vulnerable to severe security bugs. In many cases, these bugs are caused because of the fundamental differences between execution environments of smart contracts and traditional programs. Hence, it is difficult to develop smart contracts correctly, even for a simple one [50]–[53]. To detect bugs in smart contracts, numerous approaches and tools have been proposed recently. Based on their underlying techniques, previous works are classified into four major categories: symbolic execution, abstract interpretation, formal verification, and run-time monitoring.

Symbolic Execution. Oyente [2] detects timestamp dependence, transaction-ordering dependence, mishandled exceptions, and re-entrancy vulnerability in smart contracts by symbolically analyzing their EVM bytecode. Similarly, teEther [3] symbolically infers a sequence of state changing transactions and a final critical transaction to create exploits for vulnerable contracts, and Maian [54] identifies smart contracts that either lock funds indefinitely, leak them carelessly to arbitrary users, or can be killed by anyone. Since symbolic execution only explores restricted execution paths, it is unsound to infer semantic information declared in smart contracts. Instead, SMARTSHIELD adopts an abstract execution to extract semantic information as completely as possible.

Abstract Interpretation. Security [6] uses the defined compliance and violation patterns to describe the given security properties. It then recognizes the conformance and non-conformance to practical security properties in smart contracts. Zeus [7] translates the source code into LLVM bitcode by using a formal abstraction of Solidity execution semantics and further verifies the correctness and fairness policies in smart contracts.

Formal Verification. Bhargavan et al. [55] analyzed and verified both the run-time safety and the functional correctness of smart contracts by translating the Solidity source code into F*. Grishchenko et al. [56] formally defined several crucial security properties for smart contracts in F* and checked these properties over smart contracts. Hirai et al. [57] proved some safety properties of smart contracts in an interactive theorem prover, Isabelle/HOL. Amani et al. [58] then extended the formalization and defined a sound program logic to verify smart contract at the bytecode level.

Run-Time Monitoring. Serum [59] protects smart contracts against re-entrancy attacks by monitoring their executions. It performs taint tracking and introduces locks to state variables during smart contract executions. Besides, another smart contract run-time monitor, ECFChecker [60], checks whether a transaction violates a pre-defined general safety property, effectively callback free (ECF). Both Serum and ECFChecker require modifications to the EVM, which causes extra execution overhead. Hence, these systems with modified EVM are hard to be adopted by the Ethereum community in reality.

In addition, ContractFuzzer [8] proposes a set of test oracles and generates fuzzing inputs to test smart contracts. Numerous EVM bytecode decoders (e.g., Erays [61], Gigahorse [62], Porosity [63], Vandal [64]) are also available to support manual bug analyses on smart contracts.

B. Bug Repair

Given the identified bugs in smart contracts, we discuss whether the existing patch approaches can be applied to rectify vulnerable contracts. Based on the target code, bug patch approaches are classified into two types: source-based [19], [23], [24], [65], [66] and bytecode-based [21], [22], [67].

Source-Based Analysis. BovInspector [66] performs rule-based patch to proceed buffer overflow in C programs. Based on the predefined rules (i.e., adding boundary checks and replacing unsafe APIs), BovInspector completes the path conditions and the buffer overflow constraints in programs. To patch bugs more effectively, Varle [19] uses machine learning algorithm to generates templates.

Bytecode-Based Analysis. Without accessing source code, AppSealer [21] tracks the propagation of sensitive information and inserts shadow statements to taint and block dangerous data flows. Similarly, CDRep [67] patches cryptographic misuses based on the pre-defined templates. Both AppSealer and CDRep are designed for Android apps. However, smart contracts is far different from Android apps at the bytecode level because EVM bytecode does not have the notion of structs or objects, nor does it have a concept of methods [68]. Various relevant syntax and semantic information should be considered simultaneously when patching a smart contract.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed SMARTSHIELD, an automatic bytecode rectification system to fix insecure cases with insecure code patterns in smart contracts. SMARTSHIELD extracts bytecode-level semantic information and utilizes them to transform insecure contracts into secure ones. Through using SMARTSHIELD to handle 95,502 insecure cases in 28,621 real-world buggy smart contracts with source code, We demonstrated that SMARTSHIELD effectively fixed insecure cases and generates secure bytecode.
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